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ABSTRACT The photocycle kinetics of bacteriorhodopsin were analyzed from 0 to 400C at 101 wavelengths (330-730 nm).
The data can be satisfactorily approximated by eight exponents. The slowest component (half-time 20 ms at 200C) belongs
to the 1 3-cis cycle. The residual seven exponentials that are sufficient to describe the all-trans photocycle indicate that at least
seven intermediates of the all-trans cycle must exist, although only five spectrally distinct species (K, L, M, N, and 0) have
been identified. These seven exponentials and their spectra at different temperatures provide the basis for the discussion of
various kinetic schemes of the relaxation. The simplest model of irreversible sequential transitions includes after the first K -;
L step the quasiequilibria of L<-*M, M<--N, and N*->O intermediates. These quasiequilibria are controlled by rate-limiting
dynamics of the protein and/or proton transfer steps outside the chromophore region. Thus there exists an apparent kinetic
paradox (i.e., why is the number of exponents of relaxation (at least seven) higher than the number of distinct spectral
intermediates (only five)), which can be explained by assuming that some of the transitions correspond to changes in the
quasiequilibria between spectrally distinct intermediates (i.e., are spectrally silent).
INTRODUCTION
The membrane protein bacteriorhodopsin (bR) from
Halobacterium salinarium is a well-studied member of the
family of photoactive retinal-containing proteins. It func-
tions as a light-driven proton pump that transfers a proton
across the cytoplasmic membrane. Its retinal chromophore
is covalently bound via a protonated Schiff base (SB) (for a
review see Lanyi, 1993). Under continuous illumination this
process establishes a transmembrane electrochemical gradi-
ent AAH+, which the bacterial cell uses as an energy source.
The single cycle of proton pumping is characterized by a
complex series of thermally activated transitions of the bR
with half-times from picoseconds to several milliseconds at
room temperature. These transitions had initially been de-
tected in the transient absorption kinetics (Lozier et al.,
1975; Chu Kung et al., 1975). Similar relaxation compo-
nents were later found in the time-resolved ultraviolet and
infrared as well as electrochemical measurements (e.g.,
Muller et al., 1991). The principal intermediates originally
identified by their visible spectral features as K610, L550,
M412, N550, and 0640 (Lozier et al., 1975) have been asso-
ciated with intramolecular changes such as protonation-
deprotonation of the protein (Chance et al., 1975), and later
of the SB, Asp85 and 96, the isomerization of retinal, and
general conformational transitions of the protein (see review
Birge, 1990). However, the problem of deriving a complete
description of the photocycle from apparent kinetic compo-
nents is still unsolved.
The simplest model of a sequence of irreversible transi-
tions K -- L -> M -* N -R>0 - bR (Lozier et al., 1975)
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with an order of increasing half-times could not fully de-
scribe the experimental data. The first indication of prob-
lems with this scheme was the unusual temperature depen-
dence of the transient concentration of the 0 intermediate.
Whereas the ratio of the half-times of formation and decay
of 0 is almost temperature independent, the transient con-
centration of this intermediate increases significantly with
temperature. As a solution to this problem, a branching of
the photocycle at earlier stages was proposed (Sherman et
al., 1976). An increase in accuracy of transient absorption
data and multiexponential analysis revealed more compo-
nents than predicted by the above scheme. For example, the
two-exponential decay of the M intermediate has been in-
terpreted as an indication of either two parallel photocycles
or a single branched photocycle with two spectrally identi-
cal but kinetically distinct M intermediates (Korenstein et
al., 1978). Subsequently, the introduction of back-reaction
from 0 to M (Parodi et al., 1984) showed another possible
explanation for this kinetic feature (at that time the barely
observable N intermediate has mainly been ignored). Tem-
perature jump experiments provided direct evidence for a
quasiequilibrium between N and 0 intermediates (Cher-
navskii et al., 1989). A similar equilibrium between N and
M was demonstrated by a double-pulse excitation method
(Druckmann et al., 1993).
These data led to a model of the photocycle that contains
after the M intermediate at least two reversible transitions,
namely K -> L -> M <-> N O-> 0 -> bR. Theoretically, this
photocycle model would account for only five apparent
exponentials. If a second M is assumed (e.g., Zimanyi et al.,
1992), an additional rate constant totaling six exponentials
should be found. However, in the literature more than these
six exponentials have been reported, indicating additional
intermediates that have not yet been identified spectroscop-
ically. A slow component (-30 ms) was described by
Gillbro (1978) and Xie et al. (1987). Furthermore, two fast
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components of the M formation (-20 and -70 ,us; Xie et
al., 1987) have been identified, totaling seven exponents for
a description of the bR photocycle. These seven rates are in
contrast to current models of the bR photocycle, in which
only six intermediates are contained (Varo and Lanyi,
1991b). There are several papers in which the M rise kinet-
ics were resolved into the three components (e.g. Heberle et
al., 1993; Cao et al., 1995; Alexiev et al., 1995). In princi-
ple, six intermediates could give rise to a maximum of six
apparent rate constants. On the other hand, seven exponen-
tials as found by Xie et al. (1987) correspond to at least
seven intermediate states. These discrepancies have not
been discussed in later work on the mechanism of the bR
photocycle.
In this report we describe the analysis of the photocycle
of bR over the whole time range covering the early inter-
mediate K as well as the regeneration of the ground states.
Furthermore, the transient absorption kinetics of the photo-
cycle were measured with a high spectral resolution (101
wavelengths from 330 to 730 nm)and a high accuracy of
differential amplitudes (max S/N 400 at 570 nm) in a
temperature range of 0-40°C. The results of a multiexpo-
nential global fit of the data indicate that there are at least
eight exponential components necessary to describe the
photocycle satisfactorily. The slowest component, with a
half-time of 30 ms, was identified to belong to the 13-cis
retinal photocycle. This provides seven components, one
more than the generally accepted number of intermediates
K, L, M1, M2, N, and 0. To resolve this discrepancy, a
sequential irreversible scheme of the photocycle is ana-
lyzed. The sequential irreversible scheme of the photocycle
yields a simple coupling between apparent and intrinsic
relaxation coefficients and, therefore, is not constrained by
the free parameter problem. The model, accounting for all
seven apparent transitions, gives only five spectrally distinct
intermediates K, L, M, N, and 0 and shows that at least
three apparent rate constants are spectrally silent, which
indicates faster equilibrating changes of the balance be-
tween spectrally distinct states.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample
The purple membrane suspension was prepared from Halobacterium sali-
narium (strain S9) according to the method ofOesterhelt and Stoeckenius
(1974). The bR concentration was 1.8 x 10-4 M, pH 7.2 (0.125 M
phosphate buffer). The home-made quartz cuvette (4-mm diameter,
0.4-mm thickness of internal volume) was placed in the vacuumed chamber
and in contact with an electrical thermostat (Peltie element, 80 W). The
temperature of the sample could be varied from -25 to + 80°C and
maintained with an accuracy of 0.10. The cuvette could be refilled through
microtubes connected to the sample reservoir.
Measurements
Transient transmission data were acquired with a computer-controlled
experimental setup with three digital oscilloscopes (C9-8, USSR, 20-MHz,
8-bit, 2000 points, GPIB interface), and a frequency-doubled Nd-YAG
laser (ILTI-405E, USSR; 10 ns, 532 nm, 2 mJ/cm2). The CAMAC system
contained the monochromator's stepping controller, temperature controller,
and several modules for time synchronization and laser energy measure-
ment. The acquisition program was homemade.
The optical geometry was as follows. Unfiltered white continuous light
from a halogen lamp (only SZS-23 IR-cutoff filter; LOMO, St. Petersburg)
was passed through the sample cuvette and reflected at the aluminated rear
quartz plate at an angle of 600 to the cuvette plane. After leaving the
cuvette the beam was focused on the input slit of a monochromator
(MDR-4; LOMO). The laser beam was perpendicular to the cuvette plane.
The transmission signal at a selected wavelength was detected by photo-
multiplier (FEU-100, USSR) equipped with a home made preamplifier.
The response time (0.1 ,us) and linearity range have been checked before
measurements. The actinic pulses had a Gaussian distribution of intensity
in the beam, which overlapped the diameter of the cuvette (4 mm) and
monitoring beam (3 mm). The signal from the photomultiplier was stored
in three digital oscilloscopes with three linear time windows overlapping
the transient kinetics from 1 As to the full completion of the photocycle.
The absorption changes were measured at 11 temperatures (from 0 to
40°C in 40 steps), and at each temperature the transient transmission curves
were sampled at 101 wavelengths (from 330 to 730 nm in 4-nm steps). The
wavelength was automatically scanned with a computer-controlled step
motor. The light adaptation of the sample was provided by a series of 200
saturating laser pulses (5 Hz) at the beginning of wavelength scanning. The
ground spectra at each temperature were determined under the same
experimental conditions as for kinetic studies, e.g., with the same contin-
uous monitoring of light intensity. Special care was taken to prevent the
photosteady accumulation of the long-lived intermediates by the monitor-
ing light; the light intensity was gradually decreased as the sample tem-
perature was reduced, until no detectable changes of ground spectra were
seen. The ground spectra of bR were recorded before and after full
wavelength scanning to control the light adaptation, the nondisturbing
monitoring light intensity, and the probable photodestruction of the sample
by actinic pulses. To prevent irreversible photobleaching of the sample
(Chizhov et al., 1992b), the measuring cell was continuously refilled with
fresh sample during the wavelength scanning at a rate of about 0.1 cell
volume per wavelength. At each wavelength 25 laser pulses were used to.
improve the S/N ratio. Therefore during data acquisition each refreshed
sample was illuminated by about 250 laser pulses. After data evaluation we
found that under these experimental conditions our transient kinetics also
contained the 13-cis cycle of about 5-10% of all cycling molecules. This
conclusion is based on a comparison of rate constant and amplitude
spectrum of the slowest component of transient kinetics from our data with
the analysis of Hofrichter et al. (1989) of light- and dark-adapted bR
photocycles (see Results).
Computational methods
The transient bR kinetics were measured at 101 different wavelengths with
three different overlapping time windows. The analog filtering applied to
the data was different for each time window, and thus each has different
noise. The average data error is estimated independently for each wave-
length and time window from the pretrigger baseline. In addition, data were
reduced to a log time scale using a software technique similar to the
hardware averaging technique described by Muller and Plesser (1991).
Data weights were chosen to give an expected value of the standard
deviation of residuals of 1. Estimators for the standard deviation of errors
for the optimal solutions were slightly larger than 1 (e.g., see Fig. 3). This
is due to an underestimation of the data error of the averaged data,
especially at the largest transient increase of transmission (around 570 nm),
where the noise level becomes higher than that of the baseline. For details
of data weighting see Muller et al., (1991) and Muller and Plesser (1991).
The MEXFIT program (Muller et al., 1991) was modified, because each
time window must be fitted with a separate baseline.
The following procedure was used for data analysis. The MEXFIT
program, which simultaneously finds a single set of exponential functions
using the nonlinear least-squares method, was applied independently to the
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spectral kinetics (including all 101 wavelengths) at each temperature.
Approximations of up to nine exponential terms were tested. The data
evaluations at each temperature started with four or five exponential terms,
using rates well established in the literature. The standard deviation of
errors estimated from the fit, the rate correlation matrix, and the surface of
weighted residuals was taken as the criterion for the quality of the obtained
fit. In the next step an additional half-time was added. If the estimated
standard deviation of errors was reduced, and no degeneration of the fit
(detectable by strong correlations in the half-times) occurred, the result was
accepted. When the computation failed to give better results, the additional
half-time was removed and a new computation was performed with a
half-time estimator placed at another position. The procedure was repeated
as long as the fit gave better results, or if any possible position for the initial
half-time (before, within, and after the half-times found so far) could be
achieved. These computations resulted in a set of apparent half-times and
their amplitude spectra.
In addition, the Singular Value Decomposition method was used (see
Appendix). Furthermore, to discriminate between the meaningful physical
components, the temperature behavior of the apparent half-times and the
shape and temperature evolution of amplitude spectra were analyzed.
RESULTS
Multiexponential global analysis
Examples of the reduced initial experimental data sets are
shown in Fig. 1 as three-dimensional representations depict-
ing log-time, wavelength, and differential amplitudes over a
large temperature range. Small, nonsystematic variations in
some amplitudes have been found to be due to the instability
of laser excitation pulses; however, this instability does not
exceed 10% and affects the amplitude accuracy of the
derived spectra of intermediates rather than the correspon-
dent rate constants, which were determined with much
higher accuracy. In the temperature range from 0°C to 40°C,
no significant alterations of transient features of the photo-
cycle, such as a maximum absorbency increase in the blue
range (the M intermediate) or a decrease at 570 nm (the bR
depletion), were found. The 0 intermediate can be detected
by the increase in induced transient absorbence in the red
spectral range. At 0°C the kinetically separated L interme-
diate and the partially spectrally and kinetically resolved K
intermediate can be seen.
An example of wavelength-to-time surfaces of weighted
residuals from five to nine exponential data fits at 8°C is
given in Fig. 2. Here systematic deviations are seen for five,
six, and seven exponential fits. Eight exponents provide the
best fit of data without any visible systematic deviation of
residuals. The addition of a ninth component to the fit gives
the same random distribution of residuals as for eight ex-
ponents and, depending on the initial value, the final half-
time was very close to the nearest component of the eight-
exponential fit. The derived amplitude spectra of these two
near-degenerative half-times were unrealistic.
The dependence of the standard deviation (SD) of
weighted residuals on the number of applied kinetic com-
ponents at 80C is plotted in Fig. 3. Similar curves are
obtained at the other temperatures. At temperatures higher
than 24°C only seven exponentials are needed to describe
the data because the decay of the K intermediate becomes
Temperature dependence of rate constants
The Arrhenius plots of apparent rate constants (Fig. 4) also
point to the necessity for eight components: the eight-
exponent approximation has the smoothest temperature de-
pendence of rate constants (half-times) without significant
break points. (In Figs. 4-6 we give the plots of the con-
ventional rate constant versus reciprocal temperature, which
represents an estimation of the apparent thermodynamic
parameters and the grid lines correspond to the right (half-
times) and top (Celsius degrees) axes. The half-time is t =
ln 2/k, where k is the rate constant. We discuss all results in
terms of half-times and Celsius degrees rather than the
correspondent reciprocal values.) As seen in Fig. 4, in the
time domain of tens of microseconds and from 240C to 0°C
the noisiest component of the seven-exponent fit (filled
circles) splits into two smooth components in the eight-
exponent fit (open circles). As mentioned above, at temper-
atures higher than 240C the eighth exponent is redundant.
Therefore, for further analysis at these temperatures we used
the results from the seven-exponent fit. These exponents are
labeled 1-8 in ascending order of half-times. At 20°C these
components have half-times of about 1 its, 6 ,us, 30 ,Ls, 100
,As, 500 ,As, 1.5 ms, 5 ms, and 20 ms, respectively.
A linear dependence of apparent rate constants in the
Arrhenius plots can only be expected in a case of sequential
irreversible transitions when the apparent rate constants
coincide with intrinsic ones. On the other hand, the curva-
ture of an Arrhenius plot would indicate a more complex
character of the relaxation scheme. However, when even the
linear approximation is used, the accuracy of the apparent
activation enthalpy and entropy values is often overesti-
mated in the literature. The use of the standard least-squares
linear fit in Arrhenius coordinates assumes a statistically
significant number of experimental points and a random
distribution of errors. The nonorthogonality of exponents in
complex kinetics gives, in the case of relatively close ap-
parent rate constants, very low reliability of statistical inde-
pendence of errors. Furthermore, the temperature range of
measurements is usually narrow (in our measurements it is
0-40°C or about 10% of absolute temperature), and the
number of temperature points over this range is usually
restricted by the complexity of the measurements.
As illustrated in Fig. 4, the derived set of eight exponents
could be described almost equally well if we fixed one of
the Arrhenius parameters and varied the other. The solid
lines correspond to the simultaneous linear fit of apparent
activation enthalpy and entropy of transitions (see Table 2).
For T4 they are AE# = 52 + 3 k/mol and AS# = 5 ± 9
J/mol K (errors were calculated assuming their random-
ness). If we fixed AS* = 0 J/mol K for all rate constants, the
apparent enthalpy barrier varied from 35 kJ/mol (TI) to 65
ki/mol (T8) (dashed lines). If we fixed AE" = 50 k/mol, the
variation of AS" from +40 J/mol K (T) to-40 J/mol K (T8)
also approximated the Arrhenius behavior (dotted lines).
This example provided the range of uncertainty in estimat-
too fast to be measured at the experimental time resolution.
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FIGURE 1 Experimentally measured differential transient spectra of the bR photocycle at different temperatures. Data at 4°C, 120C, 200C, 280C, and
360C are not drawn. Each temporal trace contains 100 points, which were obtained after quasilogariphmic data compression of the initial 6000 linear time
points measured in three linear time windows (for the MEXFIT computing we used from 6000 to 400 data compression) measured from 330 to 730 nm
with a resolution of 4 nm (101 spectral points).
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FIGURE 2 Three-dimensional surfaces of weighted residuals of five to nine exponential approximation of the bR transient absorbency changes at 8°C.
ation of measured half-times from 1 ,us to about 20 ms (at
20°C) and very similar temperature dependencies in the
relatively narrow temperature range. In this regard the es-
timated apparent activation parameters of T and T4 of
Zubov et al. (1982) seem to be more reliable. Their data had
much higher errors but were measured over a wider tem-
perature range with more data points and therefore consid-
erably improve the level of confidence.
In Fig. 5 we compare our eight apparent rate constants
with two rate constants obtained by Zubov et al. (1982). In
low-temperature experiments they used a water-glycerol
suspension of bR, which slowed the main apparent compo-
nent of the K decay (1I) but did not alter the main apparent
component of the M rise (T4). (Zubov et al. (1982) have
measured rate constants with single exponential approxima-
tion of absorption chages at 624 and 424 nm, where the K
decay and M rise contribute significantly.) Unfortunately,
only these two components of the photocycle kinetics after
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FIGURE 3 Dependence of standard deviation (SD) of weighted residu-
als on the number of applied exponents at 8°C.
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FIGURE 4 Arrhenius plots of the exponential component derived from
experiments: seven (0) and eight (0) exponents of the data fit and apparent
linear fit of activation parameters of eight components of the photocycle.
, Both enthalpy and entropy of apparent activation were fitted simul-
taneously; - - -, fits of only enthalpies when entropy is fixed to zero for
all components;. fits of only entropies when enthalpy is fixed to 50
kJ/mol for all components (see discussion in the text).
the K intermediate have been measured over a wide tem-
perature range. According to their results T, and T4 could be
measured down to -60 and -100°C, respectively, and
show more or less straight dependencies in the Arrhenius
coordinates. Although this is not a direct evidence of the
irreversibility of this transition (and the absence of preced-
ing reversible steps), it might be considered as an indication.
For instance, in Fig. 5 T6 and T7 have well-pronounced
curvatures that indicate a more complex relationship of
apparent half-times and intrinsic transitions. The data in Fig.
5 also show the temperature range within which the photo-
cycle kinetics must be measured to achieve more reliable
results on both the components of relaxation and their
temperature dependencies. From the data it can be explained
why at temperatures below about -50°C an M decay has
never been observed. With a model of the temperature-
dependent quasiequilibrium (see discussion below), the
simple extrapolation (T6 and T7) gives at this temperature a
half-time of about 30 s and 103 s, respectively. The latter
value represents the main component of decay of M and
might be considered as an absence of transition. In Table 1
the half-times of eight exponents at different temperatures
and in Table 2 the apparent activation parameters (for T6 and
T7 we include the nonlinear estimation of intrinsic transi-
tions in additional rows) are summarized. In Fig. 6 the
present data are also compared with data of Xie et al. (1987)
and Var6 and Lanyi (1991b).
Differential spectra of exponents
Fig. 7 represents eight differential spectra of exponential
amplitudes of the correspondent apparent half-times at dif-
ferent temperatures. Positive bands correspond to the decay
of the transient absorption and negative bands correspond to
the rise. As mentioned above, only eight exponents give
smooth spectra and their dependencies upon the tempera-
ture. The most pronounced dependencies are indicated in
Fig. 7 by arrows to show the directions of evolution of
spectra with the growth of temperature. In two upper panels
(TI and T2) the sharp negative peaks are due to the scattered
laser light at 530 nm. As indicated above, the fastest com-
ponent (T-) in our experiments could be resolved only at
temperatures below 240C. Therefore currently we are not
confident that growth of a positive band in the panel of Tj is
not a computational artefact, because these amplitudes were
fitted at high temperatures from the tail of the exponent.
This must be clarified in new experiments with a higher
time resolution.
Comparison of the differential spectra of T8 (Fig. 7) with
data of Hofrichter et al. (1989) (figure 4c of their paper) at
250C, as well as the similarity of derived rate constants
(-40 s-1 of our data and their k111 = 29 s-1 of the 13-cis
cycle), led us to the conclusion that this component in our
data comes from a small contribution of the 13-cis cycle to
the measured kinetics. Using the relative spectral amplitude
of this component in the dark-adapted cycle in Fig. 4 of
Hofrichter et al. (1989), we estimate this contribution to be
about 5-10% of all cycling molecules. Moreover, when we
used this component in the evaluation of spectra of inter-
mediates (see Discussion), the contribution of this compo-
nent to the spectra of the P5 (a state that forms with a
half-time of 100 ,is) does not permit us to obtain the
absolute spectra of the M intermediate without significant
distortion of the baseline in the red region of the spectra.
However, we cannot exclude the possibility that, especially
at low temperatures, this component arises at least partially
from the all-trans cycle because it contains some differen-
tial absorption in the blue region, where according to Ho-
frichter et al. (1989) no significant changes have been found
in the 13-cis cycle (however, they did not investigate the
temperature dependence). The relative contribution of T8 is
small. Therefore, we exclude this component from the fol-
lowing analysis, although it gives a systematic error of
about 5-10% in the estimation of the overall cycling frac-
tion and a distortion of the spectra of K and L intermediates
in the blue. However, this distortion is insignificant com-
pared to other sources of error that determine the spectral
resolution.
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FIGURE 5 Comparison of the eight half-times (0) with data of Zubov et al. (1982) (-and *). Two solid gray lines are the nonlinear fit of T6 and T7
(see discussion in the text).
TABLE I Apparent half-times of the bR photocycle at different temperatures
T (0C) T, (,us) T2 (pS) T3 (AS) T4 (pS) 75 (AS) T6 (AS) 77 (AS) T8 (AS)
0 4.6 35.2 325 762 2310 13,860 69,300 128,800
4 3.1 21.6 154 361 1386 7700 34,700 108,000
8 2.0 16.5 111 249 1083 4620 23,100 69,300
12 1.4 12.0 82 196 937 3010 11,550 34,650
16 1.0 8.3 57 134 630 2100 7700 34,650
20 0.8 5.9 35 91 478 1690 4950 23,100
24 0.6 5.2 28 77 377 1170 3460 17,300
28 0.5 3.6 23 61 309 825 2240 5780
32 2.7 18 49 209 690 1730 6300
36 2.4 12 33 164 550 1330 11,500
40 2.3 9.5 26 135 456 1020 5800
The spectra of T- (Fig. 7) show a single isosbestic point
and, as is generally accepted, correspond to the difference
spectra between K and L intermediates, and a contribution
of the following states in the reaction cycle is small as a
ratio of half-times of the formation and decay of L. If the K
decays irreversibly, the summation of amplitude spectra of
all following derived components would give the differen-
tial spectra of the K-bR with a contribution of the nearest
later state (L) less than X 10-5. Within this accuracy one
can treat all of the following steps with the following initial
conditions: at t = 0 the probability of finding the molecule
in the state is K = P1 = Fc, and the probabilities of finding
all of the intermediates are P2 ... n = 0, where the cycling
fraction is Fc = NgNO (with Nc of total No bR molecules
undergoing the cycle upon the excitation pulse) and n is the
number of intermediates (exponents) found on the relax-
ation pathway. Below we apply this assumption to the
kinetic scheme of relaxation.
DISCUSSION
In the following discussion the data set is used to derive a
sequential irreversible model of the bacteriorhodopsin pho-
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TABLE 2 Apparent activation parameters of the bR photocycle
T7T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8
AE (kJ/mol) 50 ± 3 47 ± 2 55 ± 3 52 ± 3 47 ± 2 57 ± 3 72 ± 3 56 ± 6
36 ± 25 37 ± 26
AS# (J/mol K) 40 ± 10 11 ± 7 23 ± 9 5 ± 9 -25 ± 5 -1 + 9 42 ± 9 -25 ± 20
-67 ± 75 -70 ± 80
For explanation see text. Errors are given as standard, therefore we assume random distribution of data points around linear dependence in Arrhenius
coordinates. The nonlinear estimation of intrinsic barriers is given for T6 and T7 as second values. See discussion in the text.
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FIGURE 6 Comparison of the eight half-times (0) with seven exponents
derived by Xie et al. (1987) (A) and six apparent exponents of Vdr6 and
Lanyi (1991b) (V).
tocycle. It should be stressed that this model is one plausible
scheme for explaining the data. However, it has certain
advantages over other published schemes: 1) it is relatively
simple and contains only a single free parameter, namely the
cycling fraction; 2) it explains the data over the wavelength-
to-temperature range; and 3) it should be possible, in prin-
ciple, to test the spectrally silent transitions found in this
work by other spectroscopic methods, e.g., Fourier trans-
form infrared spectroscopy. Before the model is introduced
and discussed, the experimental data are compared with
those from the literature to establish a common data base
that is generally accepted, thus avoiding discussion about
the validity of the original data.
Comparison of the derived kinetic coefficients
with literature data
To compare our results with those given in the literature we
combine in Fig. 6 our half-times with the seven derived at
pH 7 by Xie et al. (1987) (Fig. 6, A) and with the six of Vairo
and Lanyi (199 lb) (Fig. 6, V). Whereas the data of Xie et al.
(1987) were directly taken from figure 6b of their paper, the
intrinsic rate constants of Varo and Lanyi (1991b, Fig. 5 of
their paper) were converted to the apparent ones by using
the modelK -*L<- MI -M2- N -O-> bR plusN-
bR proposed by the authors. It is apparent that the data
measured earlier coincide quite well with those presented
here.
Although in the work of Xie et al. (1987) T2 (6 Zs) was
not resolved, the other seven exponents generally come
close to those in our experiments. Because in their analysis
12 is missing and 5 is unresolved at low temperatures, the
values of TI, T3, T4, and T6 (in the range 5-20°C) are greater
(see Fig. 6). These deviations are not significant. Therefore,
it can be concluded that the data base described by Xie et al.
(1987) and the present data with the exception of the eighth
exponent (T2 in Fig. 4) are congruent.
A similar correspondence is also found with the data of
Vairo and Lanyi (1991b), if their published intrinsic rate
constants are converted into the apparent rate constants (Fig.
6). Their fit of the K-to-L transition gave an almost irre-
versible reaction; therefore, kKL coincides with the fastest
resolved half-time (T1). The three intrinsic transitions, L <->
Ml -1 M2, gave two apparent half-times: T2, which in their
model corresponds to L <-- MI, and 4, which corresponds
to the Ml1->M2 irreversible step of their model. It is inter-
esting to see that according to the model of Vairo and Lanyi
(199 ib), the deprotonation of the SB (L *-* M1) has to occur
much faster (T2 = 6 ks at 20°C) than the main component
of the absorption rise in the blue (T4 = 100 j.s), which is
M1 -> M2 of their model. Finally, the last part of the
photocycle scheme of Vair6 and Lanyi (199 lb), M2 *-> N <-*
O -> bR plus N -> bR, gave three apparent half-times that
are close to our 5 (their N *-> 0 quasiequilibrium), T6, and
T7 (decay of M, growth and decay of N + 0). The data of
Var6 and Lanyi (1991b) do not provide information on 3
and T8.
In a third comparison the data are analyzed together with
results published by Zubov et al. (1982), who determined
the rate constants over a large temperature range. As can be
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FIGURE 7 Differential spectra of amplitudes of eight exponents at different temperatures. For the fastest component (T,) the spectra at T > 20°C are
excluded as not well resolved. In each panel arrows indicate directions of spectra evaluations with growth of temperature.
seen from Fig. 5, the reactions corresponding to T1 and T4
are quite similar to our data showing a linear Arrhenius
behavior.
All four of these data sets are within the same limits of
error. This is quite important because it states that despite
different models published in the literature, the original data
seem to be comparable and not to be dependent on the
laboratory or the particular sample. Therefore, it should be
possible to find a common answer to the bacteriorhodopsin
photocycle.
Linear irreversible model of the photocycle
So far, the major problem of designing a reasonable model
of the photocycle has been that the number of exponentials
is greater than the spectroscopically unequivocally identi-
fied number of intermediates. In the present work seven
exponentials are necessary to describe the all-trans photo-
cycle, indicating that a model of the photocycle must com-
prise at least seven intermediates. To elucidate possible
mechanisms the original linear scheme of conversions with
irreversible transitions was analyzed first.
For the given set of exponents (half-times and their
amplitude spectra), there is only a single case for which the
problem of deriving the spectra of intermediates has an
exact solution-this is the sequence of irreversible transi-
tions between intermediates. Even this case would give by
permutation n! submodels with different assignments of
apparent half-times to the intrinsic transitions. Many of
them might be unrealistic and can therefore be withdrawn
from further analysis. As discussed in the Results, we found
that the slowest component (T8) is a contribution to the
kinetics of the 13-cis photocycle. Therefore, in the follow-
ing analysis this component is omitted.
With the exception of two permutations, all other permu-
tations of half-times gave unrealistic spectra, i.e., the abso-
lute spectra of the derived states had much higher absor-
bencies than the ground state or negative bands. Reasonable
results were obtained with two models A and B of an
irreversible sequence of transitions. Model A has an ascend-
ing order of half-times, i.e., T, < T2 < 3 < 4 < 5 <
T6 < T7 are the half-times of the corresponding reactions and
coincide with an assignment of experimental values.
Tl T2 T6 T7P1
-> P2 -> . . . P6 -> P7 -> bR. (A)
The general analytical solution of this irreversible sequen-
tial scheme of a first-order relaxation is given in the Ap-
pendix. When this procedure was applied to the spectra of
exponentials (Fig. 7), the differential spectra of intermedi-
ates P1 ... P7 have been calculated using Eq. 6 of the
Appendix (Fig. 8). A common term, 1/Fe, of Eq. 6 was
omitted from this calculation, but when the differential
spectra were converted to absolute, this single unknown
value of the model was determined by using criteria dis-
cussed in the next section. In the second model (B) T6 and
T7 are exchanged, resulting in the following scheme:
Tj T2 T7 T6
PI ---> P2 *---> ...P7 ---> P6 ---> bR. (B)
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FIGURE 8 Renormalized differential spectra of seven intermediates of the all-trans bR photocycle derived from the sequential irreversible scheme of
relaxation (submodels A and B) at different temperatures.
As will be discussed below, submodel B is more congruent
with the literature data than submodel A.
An analogous approach has been used by Milder et al.
(1991) and Hofrichter et al. (1989) to derive the spectra of
intermediates. Although the first group did not find in their
data analysis the exponential components that we assigned
here as T2, T5, and T8, and the second group missed T2 and
r5 (the probable reasons will be discussed below), there are
many coincidences between the spectra AEI, AE3, AE4, AE6,
and AEA (Fig. 8) and the spectra designated as I-V in figure
2b of Milder et al. (1991) and in figure 4a of Hofrichter et
al. (1989).
Spectra of intermediates
To obtain the absolute spectra of Pi states of an irreversible
sequence, one has to find only the single unknown: the
cycling fraction Fc (see the Appendix). We used differential
spectra AE5 (Fig. 8) of state P5 to obtain this value. As seen
in Fig. 8, these spectra are temperature independent and
have maximum absorbency changes and a simple two-lobe
form. The spectra of the P5 state at F, = 0.26 + 0.01 are
shown in Fig. 9 (E5 panel). All other spectra in Fig. 9 have
been calculated using this fixed value. The error is estimated
at each temperature as the possible variation of Fc that does
not produce a variation of the baseline from 470 to 730 nm
(E5 panel in Fig. 9) that exceeds the thickness of the light
grey baseline, which was subsequently fitted as a second-
order polynomial (see Table 3). The variation of Fc between
different temperature measurements was 0.04 (or about
10%), but because the shape of spectra AE5 (Fig. 8) was
essentially temperature independent, we eliminate this
higher variance by renormalization of AE5; all spectra in
Fig. 8 are also renormalized by using the values obtained at
different temperatures upon renormalization of AE5. Be-
cause some spectra contain systematic errors from the non-
random variation of the excitation level, we depicted in Fig.
9 the absolute spectra at two temperature points, 8°C and
40°C, where no significant systematic errors were found in
the spectra.
The temperature changes observed only for E6 and E7 (for
both submodels) between these limits might be reliably
interpolated from the temperature behavior of the differen-
tial spectra (Fig. 8) as well as extrapolated to 0°C. The only
exception is spectra El, where the fastest component was not
resolved at 40°C. At 8°C this component has a very noisy
spectrum in the blue range; therefore these points are omit-
ted, but its main feature (e.g., it is lower than the j3-band of
ground bR absorbency) is reliable (compare with AE1 in Fig.
8) and coincides with literature data. The half-times of each
state referred to 20°C (see Table 1) are also depicted in Fig.
9. In a recent article Nagle et al. (1995) tested the bR
photocycle using essentially the same procedure (variation
of the cycling fraction) to derive the spectra of intermediates
of the bR mutant D96N. Their temperature-independent
(5-25°C) spectra ofM (Fig. 3) coincide well with our result.
The spectrum of bR570 and the spectra of all intermedi-
ates depicted in Fig. 9 have been fitted as skewed Gaussian
curves (Metzler and Harris, 1978; Birge, 1990). In Fig. 9 the
light gray lines are the best fit of the ground bR570 (E0)
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FIGURE 9 Absolute spectra of intermediates and their quasiequilibrated mixtures, which decay with seven distinct rate constants in the all-trans bR
photocycle. At first, the E5 spectra (-, half-time 500 As at 20°C) were derived from corresponding A'e5 (Fig. 8) differential spectra, using variation of the
cycling fraction F, to achieve singular bandshape. Within the thickness of gray solid line (single Gaussian plus second-order polynomial as background
scattering) these spectra are temperature independent. These parameters of the AE5 nonlinear spectral fit have been used then in the fitting of other spectral
intermediates in Fig. 9 (-and A and correspondent grey solid lines as their best fitting). In each panel open cycles and corresponding solid light grey lines
represent the ground bR spectra and their fitting (see Table 3).
spectra, and the dark gray lines are the fits of the interme-
diate spectra with one, two, or three maxima. All parameters
of the nonlinear least-squares fitting are given in Table 3.
Initially the spectrum E5 was fitted as a single Gaussian
band plus the baseline. By using these parameters of the
baseline the ground bR570 spectrum was approximated by
two Gaussian bands. The fine structure of the weaker
(3-band (Amax 374, 397, and 424 nm) (Becher and Cassim,
1976) was not well resolved and therefore was approxi-
mated as a single band. Among the seven intermediates of
our model there are only three states that have a single
maximum: E1 (the K intermediate), E2 (the L intermediate),
and E5 (the M intermediate). All others are mixtures of L
and M (E3, E4), M and N (EA and EB), M and N and 0 (EA),
and N and 0 (eB). We also found that spectra corresponding
to E2, E3, E4, and E5 are essentially temperature independent,
whereas E6 and E7 show significant changes in the relative
proportion of the intermediates with temperature. The ap-
parent shift of the maximum of E2, E3, and E4 bands from
559 to 537 nm (see Table 3) we attribute to the laser artifact.
Indeed, the scattered laser light (532 nm) distorts the shape
of spectra just around this wavelength as much as shorter
half-times of the states (compare spectra AE1, AE2, AE3, AE4
in Fig. 8). Therefore, the last value -540 nm is a most
reliable determination of the maximum of the L state. This
distortion gives much less systematic error in the determi-
nation of the relative partition of L and M in these spectra.
From the spectral fit of components we estimate the
relative contribution ofM and L as about 2:8 for E3, and 7:3
for E4, whereas the spectra EA (or EB) at the low temperature
limit are almost 100% of M, and at 40°C is about 75% ofM
and 25% of N intermediates (assuming that the extinction of
the N is close to that of bR570). (The P3 state probably
contains some features of the (3-band of the L-intermediate
because the spectral fit with only two bands (L and M) gives
sytematic deviation in the region 330-400 nm (see the
spectra E3 in Fig. 9). Therefore the partition of M in this
state might be slightly overestimated.) Between these limits
the partition of N to the P6 (or P7 of submodel B) state
increases gradually with an accompanying decrease in M.
As noted earlier, submodels A and B in Figs. 8 and 9
correspond to ascending and descending orders of the as-
signment of the half-times to intrinsic ones, respectively. In
submodel B the intermediate P6 is the quasiequilibrium of
only two spectral forms in the visible range (namely, N and
0) and is therefore preferable over submodel A, where three
maxima were found (M, N, and 0) (see Fig. 9). At high and
low temperature limits, this equilibrium is almost fully
shifted to N or to 0, respectively. These observations are in
agreement with the results of Chernavskii et al. (1989),
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FIGURE 10 The scheme of the bR photocycle based on the sequential
irreversible model of relaxation (submodel B) and the interpretation of
derived complex spectra of correspondent intermediates in Fig. 9. Two
underlined half-times indicate the possible assignment of transitions to the
quasiequilibration (see Discussion).
whose temperature pulse experiments showed that the fast
temperature-induced growth of the 0 intermediate occurred
from N but not from the M intermediate. The ratio N:O in
submodel B is estimated as 75:25 at 8°C and as 25:75 at
40°C (again assuming that ODNmax 0.8). Using the law of
conservation of matter, this gives the ODomax It
interesting to note that according to submodel B, the path of
reprotonation of the Schiff base P7 -> P6 -> bR has a
descending order of half-times, in contrast to the deproto-
nation path P2 -> P3 -> P4 -_ P5, in which the half-times
become slower. A similar feature has been shown by
Imamoto et al. (1992) in the photocycle of the phoborho-
dopsin from Natronobacterium pharaonis.
Kinetic model of the bR photocycle
The question now arises, do these spectra (Fig. 9) belong to
distinct intermediates, or do they reflect the inappropriate-
ness of the applied kinetic scheme? We would like to
propose a novel scheme of the bacteriorhodopsin photo-
cycle that assumes fast equilibration of some intermediates.
Such a process cannot be kinetically resolved if the previous
transition is slower but would result in a spectrum of a
mixture of distinct spectral intermediates. Therefore the
proposed model contains some transitions corresponding to
the change of quasieqilibrium constant rather than new
spectral intermediates, i.e., they are spectrally silent in the
visible absorption range. This hypothesis is based on the
reasonable assumption that some functionally significant
transitions of the protein (e.g., protonation-deprotonation of
the peripheral to the chromophore groups, conformational
transitions) may not affect the visible spectra of chro-
mophore. Moreover, it is easy to show that such a transition
would contribute to the visible kinetics even if the visible
spectra of states do not change at all (see Appendix).
Such a kinetic scheme of the bR photocycle based on
submodel B is shown in Fig. 10. The four states P3, P4, P7,
and P6 are quasiequilibria of the spectrally distinct states of
bR (L, M, N, and 0), implying that the rate of their equil-
ibration must be faster than the fastest rate constant of the
formation or decay of such a complex. Within our spectral
resolution the analysis has shown that a factor of 5 as a
lower limit would be sufficient.
Generally, this model does not permit the assignment of
irreversible transitions to or from quasiequilibria to a par-
ticular state of such a pair (or to both of them). Neverthe-
less, a further simplification of the scheme in Fig. 10 can be
made. The state P2 (L540 > 95%) decays with the half-time
T2 (6 ps) to a quasiequilibrium between the same spectral
intermediate L540 and M410. The following slower process
(30 ,s) changes the quasiequilibrium constant from -0.25
(2:8) to 2.3 (7:3). Therefore, we can assign the half-time T2
as the kinetic coefficient of equilibration of L540 and M410,
thus making this parameter not an irreversible transition but
a result of the forward and back reactions of the quasiequi-
librium. The same procedure (with even higher reliability: 5
ms/500 ,s = 10) may be applied to the transition P5 P6,
so that the half-time T5 (500 ,us) may be assigned to the
M410 <-->N560 equilibration. These two possible reassign-
ments of the apparent half-times T2 and T5 are underlined in
Fig. 10. The transitions P3 -> P4, P4 -_ P5 and P7 -* P6 are
spectrally silent, i.e., they do not produce new spectral
forms in the visible region. Below we show how an assign-
ment of the irreversible transitions T7 (5 ms) and T6 (1.5 ms)
to the particular states of quasiequilibria in Fig. 10 has been
made.
The irreversible transition with the half-time T4 (100 gs)
might be considered as a "molecular switch," as proposed
earlier (e.g., Va'ro and Lanyi, 199 la; Oesterhelt et al., 1992),
which changes access of the Schiff base from the extracel-
lular side to the cytoplasmic side. It is interesting to note
that this constant is close to the apparent half-time (-150
lus; see Fig. 6) that was assigned in the model of Vairo and
Lanyi (1991b) to an irreversible MI -> M2 transition.
Before this step the bR molecule undergoes a multistep
decrease in the degree of protonation of the Schiff base from
P2 (100% of L) to P5 (100% of M). In each step this degree
(or the L/M ratio) is essentially temperature independent
(see Fig. 9). This means that the fast reversible quasiequi-
librium (L < M) does not contain significant enthalpy and
entropy changes between L and M. Indeed, within the
accuracy of derived spectra in Fig. 9, the variance of spectra
E2 to E5 with temperature does not exceed about 10%.
Therefore, it is easy to show that the upper limit of enthalpy
changes estimated from the temperature-insensitive L/M
ratio does not exceed AEML = EM - EL . 2-3RT = 5-7
kJ/mol, and depending on the absolute values of this ratio,
the entropy changes vary from between 3 to 5 times R,
giving 25-40 J/mol K (L/M -- oo) to less than R = 8.3 J/mol
K (L/M -> 0). Assuming that the L -> M step corresponds
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to a jump of the Schiff base proton to the nearest acceptor,
the estimated values suggest a small difference in energy
(enthalpy) and the degrees of freedom (entropy) between
these two states. It appears that there are two steps in the
conformational (or another spectrally silent) relaxation (30
and 100 ,us at 20°C), which have been found in this analysis
to be the slight modification of the relative free energy of
the proton on the Schiff base and the primary acceptor
group (-s) (mainly through the small entropy change) and
forcing the proton to leave the Schiff base.
The situation drastically changes for the path of reproto-
nation of the Schiff base. The M *-> N equilibrium that
arises after P5 (100% of M) has significant temperature
dependence (see the E6 spectra in Fig. 9) as well as the N <->
O (the E7b spectra). These dependencies provide a good
explanation of the pronounced curvatures of the half-times
T6 (1.5 ms at 20°C) and T7 (5 ms) in the Arrhenius plot (see
Fig. 5), which correspond to the decay of the N <- 0 and
M <-> N quasiequilibrium, respectively, according to the
submodel B. Indeed, these curvatures of the Arrhenius plot
mean that the observed half-times depend on the tempera-
ture not only through the enthalpy barrier of thermal acti-
vation of this transition but also on the quasiequilibrium
constant of M *-> N and N O-> 0. This indicates that these
rate-limiting transitions are induced by only one of the
states (e.g., N or 0 but not both); otherwise the half-time
would be insensitive to the changes in this quasiequilibrium.
Therefore, both submodels N *- 0 -> bR and 0O-> N -> bR
can explain the curvature of T6 as the effect of multiplication
of intrinsic rate constant kobR or kNbR on the temperature-
dependent equilibrium constants 0/(O + N) or N/(O + N),
correspondingly. Because 0/(O + N) approaches unity with
an increase in temperature, the rate constant k6 (= ln 2/T6)
goes to kobR asymptotically at the high temperature limit in
the case N O-4 0 -> bR, and k6 goes to kNbR at the low
temperature limit in the case 0 O-> N -> bR. It is interesting
to note that this case can principally give the bell-like
Arrhenius behavior (e.g., after acceleration of the apparent
rate constant, up to the temperature beyond which a further
increase in temperature might result in a deceleration of the
rate constant). We found that in the first case the estimated
barriers of enthalpy and entropy of activation are very close
to the parameters of the preceding apparent transitions (T to
T5), whereas the submodel 0 O-* N -> bR gives the about
twice the enthalpy barrier of the N -> bR transition (- 100
kJ/mol) and about 150 J/mol K of the entropy change of the
activation (compare with data in Table 2). An analogous
analysis has been made of the temperature behavior of T7
(M <-4 N decay). Therefore, assuming that the energy bar-
riers of all rate-limiting steps that control the relaxation
pathway of the bR photocycle do not drastically change, the
submodel (M <-> N) -> (N O-> 0) -> bR is more realistic.
In Fig. 5 the two solid gray lines represent the nonlinear
least-squares fit of temperature dependencies of T6 and T7,
using the formula
kT AS# AE# I ASeq AEeq
kap -''1I+ ex +kapp =h exp\ R -RT p R RT/,
i.e., the apparent rate constant is the product of the intrinsic
rate and the constant of quasiequilibrium. Of course, for
such nonlinear parameters the accuracy of the derived val-
ues is much lower than in a linear fit (compare the errors in
the Table 2), but, nevertheless, it gave a reasonable estima-
tion of quasiequilibrium constants of (M <-> N) and (N O-> 0)
as ASNm = 210 + 60 J/mol K, AENm = 60 ± 20 kJ/mol
and ASON = 160 + 80 J/mol K, AEON = 50 ± 20 kJ/mol.
In our previous paper (Chizhov et al., 1992a) we used a
simpler method to measure ASON and AEON, which, how-
ever, contained higher systematic errors because the (M *->
N) equilibrium was not resolved. Therefore the values de-
rived in that paper appear as a mixture of two quasiequilib-
ria and their accuracy was overestimated. Assuming that the
(N O-> 0) is a fast reversible cis-trans reisomerization of the
protonated Schiff base, a value of ASON about 10 times
higher than that of ASLM would be reasonable because the
reisomerization involves more degrees of freedom than
deprotonation.
On the other hand, our analysis shows that the reproto-
nation of the Schiff base (M *-> N) involves a large change
in entropy. The reason for this is currently unclear. The
answer might be hidden in the molecular mechanism of the
set of rate-limiting irreversible and spectrally silent transi-
tions of the protein that control the deprotonation (L <-* M)
and reprotonation (M *-> N) of the Schiff base and reisomer-
ization (N O* 0) of the retinal. The role of these protein
transitions in the bR photocycle should be analyzed in more
detail using another method (e.g., Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy).
The energy currency for the irreversibility of these tran-
sitions is below the energy of about 60 kJ/mol, which is still
present in the K state (Birge, 1990). Assuming that irrevers-
ibility of these transitions means that the back reaction of
each step is at least 10 times slower than the forward
reaction, the drop of energy in a single step would be about
2RT 5 kJ/mol. The overall cost of five steps is therefore
about 25 kJ/mol. Which part of this energy would simply
dissipate and which would be channeled into proton trans-
port is the subject of further investigations.
CONCLUSIONS
1. The linear scheme of the bR photocycle derived on the
basis of global multiexponential analysis of transient absor-
bency changes in the visible spectrum at different temper-
atures at pH 7.2 is sufficient to describe the experiments
without the introduction of additional free parameters.
2. This scheme explains why the number of observed
kinetic components of the relaxation (at least seven distinct
exponents) exceeds the number of spectrally distinct species
(K6w, L540, M410, N560, and 0630). There is no necessity to
introduce any additional assumptions (or free parameters) to
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overcome this apparent discrepancy. Observed kinetics can
be interpreted on the basis of a simple linear sequence of
irreversible transitions which, in fact, do not themselves
produce distinct spectral changes but control the relative
fraction of spectral intermediates that equilibrate between
each other faster.
3. According to spectral maxima these quasiequilibria,
(L <-> M), (M <-> N), and (N O-* 0), correspond, respectively,
to the deprotonation, reprotonation, and most probably cis-
trans reisomerization of a retinal chromophore of the bR.
4. The (L 4-> M) deprotonation of the SB indicates a
reversible jump of the proton between the Schiff base ni-
trogen and primary acceptor group (Asp85), because it does
not contain significant enthalpy and entropy changes and,
therefore, is almost temperature independent in the range we
analyzed. A much more pronounced temperature depen-
dence of the (M <-> N) quasiequilibrium indicates that
additional protein (and/or chromophore) degrees of freedom
are involved in the reprotonation of the SB (the N state has
about 60 kJ/mol enthalpy and 200 J/mol K entropy more
than the M state). The (N O-> 0) quasiequillibrium that
corresponds to the reisomerization of retinal has nearly the
same features.
5. The interplay (M <-> N) of a proton between the SB and
donor group can be broken if another proton from the
cytoplasmic site of the bR arrives at the donor group. This
is expected because the slowest apparent half-time of 5 ms,
which we assigned to the transition from M <-- N to N O-> 0,
is the most pH-dependent component of the photocycle (Xie
et al., 1987).
6. Analysis of temperature dependencies of the observed
rate constants shows that conformational protein modes that
control proton pumping probably have very similar barriers
of enthalpy of activation (about 50 kJ/mol), and the slowing
of subsequent steps of relaxation on the path to deprotona-
tion is mainly due to the decrease in the entropic part of the
barriers from about +40 to -40 J/mol K. At the higher limit
this gives kinetics in the microsecond range and at the lower
limit slows the relaxation to milliseconds. On the path of
reprotonation of the SB, there are at least two steps (5 ms
and 1.5 ms) that have a descending order of half-times. This
apparent acceleration of the relaxation might be explained
by the opposite trend: an increase in the entropy of activa-
tion. In other words, the conformational relaxation of the
protein looks more specific in the sense of number of
degrees of freedom necessary for the transition controlling
the deprotonation, but less specific on the path of reproto-
nation. The underlying mechanism of this protein function
is still unclear.
be applied to the analysis of a multiexponential kinetic problem. The
sequence
ki k2 ki_, ki
P I >P2* 'PiP (A)
has the Master equation:
Pi =-kjP
P2
-k2P2 + k1Pj
(1)
Pi =-kiPi + ki- Pi- I
which with initial conditions P1(O) = 1, Pi,, = 0 has the exact solution
(2)Pi = E aije kjt
j=l
where
aij = [l km /H (km -kj)
and Pi(t) is the probability of finding a molecule in the state i at the time
t. If the process includes n steps, then there is the n X n matrix aj, which
has all zero elements above diagonal, i.e., P1 = a, e-kit, P2 = a2e-klt +
a22e k2i and so on. In another words, Eq. 2 states that any state i in the
chain (A) includes in its probability value Pi(t) information about all
preceding steps and the first following step (j = 1- i), i.e., the state Pi(t)
"remembers" all of the past and "knows" only the nearest future. This is a
direct consequence of the irreversibility of transitions.
In an experiment one can find n exponential components of relaxation,
i.e.,
B(A, t) = E bi(A)e-ki, (3)
i=l
where bj(A) are spectra of corresponding exponential components ki*.
If bj(A) spectra are differential absorbencies with respect to the final
state (and/or state before excitation), then
n n
B(A, t) = I bi(k)e-k*t = F, E(4i(A)Pi(t),
i=i i=i
where the cycling fraction Fc = NC/NO (i.e., the fraction of molecules that
after excitation comes to the state PI) and differential spectra AEi(A) =
E- E0 (where e, is the absolute spectra of state Pi, and E0 is the absolute
spectra of ground state). Substitution of Pj(t) from Eq. 2 and assignment of
experimentally observed ki* to intrinsic kj (for instance, assuming a de-
scending order of transitions ki < ki I) would give the opportunity to
calculate the matrix aij that has a simple triangle form. Then the problem
of deriving the spectra of intermediates is only dependent upon the single
unknown parameter Fc:
APPENDIX
Analytical form of irreversible sequence
of transitions
We present here the simplest analytical form of the general solution for a
sequence of any number of irreversible first-order transitions that must first
n
bi(k) = F, E aji5AE(A).
j=i
(5)
Equation 5 matches a trend opposite that of Eq. 2: each spectral amplitude
bi includes the spectra of Pi as well as the spectra of all following states
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FIGURE 11 Normalized singular values of basis spectra of the SVD
analysis of weighted and unweighted transient spectral kinetic data of the
bR photocycle at 8°C.
until the end of process ( = i. n). Therefore, it is easy to calculate
recursively all spectra AEi(A) from the spectra of exponents bQ(A) starting
from the last state n:
n
AE1(A) = (bi(A) - > aijAEj(A))/ajjFc. (6)
j=i+l
Any single reassignment of intrinsic rate constants to observed rate con-
stants when at some step ki > ki- 1 (e.g., state Pi decays faster than it forms)
would crucially change the spectra of Pi, would interfere much less with
the later states (if they remain in descending order), and would not affect
the spectra of former states at all. This is illustrated in submodels A and B
of Fig. 9.
It is easy to show also that the transition between two spectrally
identical states (i.e., AEi = AE/i+ ) can give principally nonzero amplitude
in the apparent kinetics. Physically this would mean that such a spectrally
silent transition does not even change a probable quasiequilibrium of states
(if AEi shows this feature), but occurs as a rate-limiting step.
A further complication of the relaxation scheme might contain two
distinct possibilities: branching and/or reversibility. It can be shown that
introducing a branching would not break the validity of Eq. 2, but after
branching would split the Fc into additional unknowns, Fc = Fl + Fc.
Reversibility will complicate the problem crucially: there will be no direct
conformity of experimentally observed n rate constants k*to intrinsic ones
(that can be in principle as much as n(n - 1)), but k*will be eigenvalues
of the matrix of internal rates of the corresponding Master equation. This
most general case has been analyzed by Nagle (1991).
On singular value decomposition
The singular value decomposition (SVD) method as a special data filter
may help to determine the number of significant components that partici-
pate in the relaxation. Basis spectra and their time courses might be then
used as a reduced data base for the global multiexponential analysis (Henry
and Hofrichter, 1992). Basis spectra have no physical meaning, but the
derived apparent rate constants of the nonlinear multiexponential fit of time
courses must be invariant and describe as well nonfiltered apparent spectral
kinetics. Therefore the real meaning of this procedure is the ability to apply
the nonlinear simultaneous multiexponential fit of apparent rate constants
on a few time courses but not on all measured wavelengths and, therefore,
considerably reduce the computational time. On the other hand, any filter-
ing of experimental data might carry the risk of missing some significant
kinetic components that would contribute to the "noisy" basis spectra and
therefore might be withdrawn from the beginning.
To check the reliability of the SVD method we applied this tool (the
IDL subroutine on the SUN computer) to our data. In Fig. 11 normalized
singular values of the first 30 (from 101) basis spectra of SVD are shown
on a log scale. Open circles correspond to the SVD of an unweighted data
set (8°C, 101 wavelength X 400 log time points), and filled circles are the
results of SVD of the same but weighted data set (see Computational
Methods). As seen in Fig. 11, only properly weighted data give the striking
difference in singular values between basis spectra that contain information
and those that SVD arranges from the noise of the data. The number of
informative basis spectra of the SVD of weighted data (eight) is in
excellent agreement with the number of significant components of relax-
ation that we found independently from direct multiexponential analysis.
We thank M. Geeves and R. S. Goody for helpful discussions.
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